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1 
A recent study [4] has considered the problem of tiling an integer sided 
square with integer sided triangles. This is clearly equivalent to the problem 
of tiling the unit square with rational sided (“rational”) triangles. A dissec- 
tion into two such triangles is trivially impossible, and it is shown in [S] 
that a dissection into three triangles with rational sides is also impossible. 
Accordingly the first interesting case is a dissection into four rational 
triangles. There are essentially just four possible configurations for the 
dissections, shown in Figs. 14. These configurations are referred to 
respectively as the nu-configuration, the delta-configuration, the chi- 
configuration, and the kappa-configuration. Common to the chi- and 
kappa-contigurations is the lambda-configuration of Fig. 5. The delta- and 
lambda-configurations possess a duality, as indicated in Figs. 6 and 7, and 
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it is not difficult to show that the triangles of Fig. 6 are rational if and only 
if the triangles of Fig. 7 are rational. 
The purpose of this note is to discuss the delta-configurations, or 
equivalently, the lambda-configurations. Let Fig. 8 denote a dissection into 
rational triangles. With OA, OB as coordinate axes, let U be the point 
(1, 1) and S the point (X, Y), A’, Y rational. It follows immediately that 
X2 + 1 = square 
Y* + 1 = square. 
Further, 
so that 
satisfies 
-- 
(1-X)2+(l-Y)2=(PQ)2 
I-Y M=---- 
1-x 
M* + 1 = square. 
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We shall call a rational number x which satisfies 
x2 + 1 = square 
a rectangular number. 
It is clear now that delta-configurations are characterized by solutions of 
the equation 
l-Y=M(l-X), (1) 
where M, X, Y represent rectangular numbers. 
A small computer search reveals a multitude of solutions to (1 ), and in 
the following sections we investigate this equation more carefully. We 
produce infinitely many parametrized solutions, and in the case of a 
predetermined value of M, show how to compute all solutions for X, Y. In 
conclusion, a numerical table of solutions is presented. 
2 
In (1 ), there is no loss of generality in putting 
m2-it2 r2 - s2 u2 - v2 
M=-, y=- 
2mn 
X=-, 
2rs 2uv 
(2) 
so that we seek integer solutions m, n, r, s, t, u to the equation 
2mnrs(u2 - 2uv - v2) = uv(m2 - n2)(r2 - 2rs - s2). (3) 
The equation (3) is of degree 6, apparently in live-dimensional projective 
space. However, the very nature of the substitution (2) has ensured that (3) 
is homogeneous of degree 2 in each pair of variables (m, n), (r, s), (u, v). 
Accordingly, the geometrical interpretation of (3) is as an equation in affine 
three-dimensional space with coordinates m/n, r/s, u/v. As such, it is a 
surface. 
It seems an unlikely hope that there is any straightforward description of 
all the rational points on this surface. We instead adopt the following 
approach. The surface is fibred by pencils of elliptic curves, in particular 
those obtained by regarding the ratio m/n as predetermined. This 
corresponds to predetermining the rectangular number M, that is, the slope 
of the line SU in Fig. 8. From a knowledge of the rational points on these 
elliptic curves, we recover the corresponding delta-configurations, and we 
shall refer therefore to solutions of a certain slope M. 
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3 
With r/s = R, u/v = U, then (3) takes the form 
zR[(I'-2U-1]=U[R2-2R-11 
m -n 
so that as a quadratic in U, 
2mn 
-22 R=O. 
m -n 
The condition that the discriminant be a perfect square CX’ is that 
R4-4 (m2-2mn-n2) R3+2 m2-4mn-n2 
m2-n2 m2-n2 > 
’ R2 
+4 
m’-2mn-n2 
m2-n2 
R+ 1=cr2. 
There is now a standard transformation from an equation of this type to 
the more standard form of equation taken by an elliptic curve (see, for 
example, Mordell [6, p. 773). In our case, we obtain a birational map to 
the curve 
T2 = a[a + 2n2(m + n)‘] [g + 2m2(m -n)‘] (4) 
given by 
2 
(m2 - n2)’ 
a=cr+R2-2 
T = (m’- n2)[a + 4m2n2] R - (m* - 2mn - n2)a. 
Accordingly we can find a birational map from the original equation (3) to 
the elliptic curve (4), namely 
a=2mn(m2-n2) Ifi 
SV 
r=2mn(m2-n2)[(m2-n2)(r-s)u+2mn(u+v)s] k 
(5) 
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with inverse 
(m2-n2)f= r+(nz-22mn-n2)o 
a + 4m2n2 
(6) 
2mn ff= 
a[a + 4m2n2] 
v z+(m2-2mn-n2)a’ 
At this stage it is more convenient to consider the curve (4) in the form 
E’: 22 = a[a + 2(A + l)‘][o + 2A2(L - 1 )2], (7) 
where /1= m/n and (a, t) have been replaced by (an4, tn”). 
There is a rational 2-isogeny o from (7) to the curve 
E: T’=S[S-2(A2+ 1)2][S-2(;12-2A- l)‘] 
given by 
(7’) 
4P( 12 - 1)2 
a2 z . I) (8) 
The corresponding isogeny u’: E -+ E’, satisfying uu’ being multiplication by 
2 on E, is given by 
o’(S, T) = (a, t) = 
4(L2+ 1)2(L2-21- 1)2 T 
S2 I) . (8’) 
We shall show that (7’), and hence (7), as an elliptic curve over the field 
k = Q(L), has precisely one as the rank of its Mordell-Weil group of points 
defined over k. The presence of a rational 2-isogeny greatly simplifies the 
calculation of the rank, and the reader is referred to Birch and Swinnerton- 
Dyer [l] for details. In the language of Cassels [2], let G, (respectively 
G,,) denote the group of u-covers of E (u’-covers of E’) for which the 
corresponding curve is everywhere locally solvable over completions of k; 
and let G,* (respectively Gji) denote the subgroup of covers which actually 
posses a k-rational point. Then if g denotes the k-rational rank of E, a 
simple group theoretic argument shows that 
2 g+2= [GZ][G*], (9) 
where square brackets denote the order of the particular group. 
Now in any given instance it is straightforward to compute the groups 
G, and G,.. The principal difficulty is deciding for those covers that are 
everywhere locally solvable whether they do indeed possess a globally 
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defined point. There is at present no known effective decision procedure for 
determining this. 
In the case at hand, however, the computations can be carried out as 
follows. 
The curves corresponding to the u-covers of E are those obtained in the 
classical manner, namely in (7’) put 
S = AA=/B=, A, A, BE Z[A], A squarefree, (A, B) = 1. (10) 
This gives 
(AA=-2(1=+ 1)2B2)(AA2-2(I.2-2L l)=B=)=AC*. (11) 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the curves (11) and the 
elements of the group of o-covers of E. It is clearly necessary for local 
solvability of (11) that A divide 4(J2 + 1)’ (A’ - 2L2 - 1)’ and moreover, 
from (11 ), that the leading coefficient of A be positive. 
Suppose first that (A2 + 1) 1 A; then (2’ + 1)’ j A. If (A2 + 1) 1 A, then (11) 
implies in turn (A’+ 1) 1 C, (12+ 1)3 I (AA’-2(A2+ 1)=B2), (A*+ 1) 1 B, a 
contradiction. So (A2 + 1) j A, and similarly (1’ + 1) j B. 
But then modulo (A2 + l)=, (11) gives 
-2A(;1=-22-1)‘A2B2=AC2 
hence 
- 2 = square mod( A2 + 1). (12) 
However, (12) forces -2 to be a square in Z[i], which is a contradiction. 
Thus (A2 + 1 )= t A. 
Suppose second that (A’ - 22 - 1) 1 A. As above, (A’ - 22 - 1) [ AB, yet 
- 2(1= + 1)’ A2B2 = square mod(A* - 2;1- 1 ), 
giving 
- 2 = square mod(A’ - 2L - 1). 
This forces -2 to be a square in Z[&], a contradiction. So 
(A* - 2A - 1) j A. 
There are thus only two possibilities for A, namely A = 1, 2, 
corresponding to curves (11) with global points, viz., 
A (A, B) 
1 (130) (13) 
2 (A=+ 1, 1) 
At (9), therefore, we have CC,*] = 2. 
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We perform a similar calculation for the curve E’ at (7) in order to 
determine [G$]. 
Put 
CT = 6a2/b2, 6, a, bEZ[A], 6 squarefree, (a, b)= 1. (14) 
This gives 
(da2 + 2(1+ l)= b2)(6a2 + 212(1 - l)= b2) = 6c2, (15) 
where, for local solvability, it is necessary that 6 divide 4L2(1 - l)= (I* + 1)‘. 
Suppose ;1 1 6. As above, A j ab. Then (15) implies 
26a2b2 z 6c2 mod L2 
so that 
2 = square mod 2, 
which is impossible. Thus L j 6. Mutatis mutandis, (I - 1) 16, (A+ 1) i 6. 
There are thus precisely four remaining possibilities for 6, namely 6 = L-1, 
+ 2, corresponding to curves (15) with global points, viz., 
1 (l>O) 
-1 (21, 1) 
2 (4A+ 11, 1) 
-2 (]*(A- l), 1) 
(16) 
Consequently [G$ ] = 2= and from (9), the rank of E and of E’ is thus 
equal to 1. 
It is now possible to verify that the following point is a generator for the 
k-rational Mordell-Weil group of E’, 
(2(1-1)=,4(~-1)2(1”=+1)), (17) 
corresponding to the generator at (4) given by 
P = (2d(m - n)2, 4nym - n)= (m2 + HZ)). (18) 
The details are modelled on the example of Cassels, Ellison, and Ptister 
[3], but are sufficiently tiresome that we omit them. 
The generator P at (18) pulls back via the maps (6) to the point of (3) 
given by 
r m-n u n -=- 
s m+n’ 
-=-) (19) v m 
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corresponding to the solution of (1) 
(X, Y,=(-&M). 
Since the rank of E’ is one, and the only points on E’ of finite order are 
those of order 2, then any k-rational point of E’ is of type pP + P,, p E 2, 
P, a point of order 2. It is readily verified that if ,uP corresponds via the 
maps (6) to the values (r, s, U, u), then pP + (0,O) corresponds to the values 
( -s, r, -u, u): and so both points lead to the same values of (X, Y) at (1). 
Now let P, denote the point of order 2 
( - 2n2(m + n)2, 0). 
The result of adding P, is characterized by the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let ~LEZ. 
(i) If 2pP+ PO corresponds to the values (r, s, u, u), then (2~ + l)P 
corresponds to (-s, r, u, v); 
(ii) If (2~ + 1) P + P, corresponds to the values (r, s, u, v), then - 2pP 
corresponds to (-s, r, u, v). 
Proof. Formula chasing using the addition law on the elliptic curve. 
As a corollary to the lemma, it follows that to find all solutions (X, Y) of 
the original equation (1 ), it suffices only to investigate the pullbacks of the 
integer multiplies~~P on E’. We can even reduce to considering only the 
positive multiples of P, by introducing the process of inversion. We refer 
the reader to Guy [S] for a detailed description of a family of eight 
solutions of (1) associated with any given solution (but only two of this 
family of eight, a solution and its inversion, having the same slope). 
In formulae, the inversion of (X, Y) is the solution 
l-x-Y+X2 l-x-Y+Y2 
l-XY ’ > l-XY . 
The required result is as follows, again proved by formula chasing. 
LEMMA. Denote by (X,, Y,) the solution of (1) obtained from the point 
nP on E’. Then the solution (X_,, Y-,) is the inversion of the solution 
wu+1> Y,+,). 
Accordingly, to find all the k-rational points of (3) it is only necessary to 
investigate the integer multiples PP on E’, with p > 0. 
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By calculation we have 
2P = (a(m* + 2mn - n2)2, 
- $(m’ + 2mn - n2)(m2 + 2mn f 3n2)(3m2 - 2mn + n’)) 
with pullback 
r (m* + 2mn - n’) -= - 
s 2(d - n’) 
24 (m2+ 2mn - n*) 
(20) 
-= - 
u 4mn ’ 
Denote now the pullback of pP by (rg, s,,, uP, u,,). Then the group law on 
(3) amounts to the following, on putting 
S = s,/r,, v = VJU, (pL22): 
r lcfl :s p+l2 . u,+,:v,+, 
=(m-nV)[(G) SV- (m* -t 2mn + 3n2) V* 
+2 f (m2-2mn-n’)V-(m2+2mn-n’) 
1 
: 
(n+mV) 2(m2+n2)SV- n(m+n) 
i 
m  _ n, (3m2 - 2mn $ n*) V2 
+2 
( > 
z (m’-2mn-n2)V-~~~~n;) (m’-2mn-n’)]; 
((m+n)-(m-n)S) 4 ““$1”,:‘) 
i 
SV-(3m2-2mn+n2)S2 
-2 
( > 
z (m*-2mn-n2)S+(m2-2mn-n2) : 1 
((m-n)+(m+n)S) 2(m2+n2)SV--~~~,,“)) (m2+2mn+3nZ)S2 
[ 
-2 ;( m2-2mn-n2)S+ 
m(m + n) 
n(m-n) 
(m*-2mn-12’) . I 
These recursion formulae now mean it is possible to compute directly the 
solutions (r,, s,, up,, v,,) starting with the values for p = 2 at (20). But the 
solutions have rapidly increasing degree. We have, for instance, 
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(r3: s,; u3: q) 
= (m - n)(m2 + 2mn + 3n2)(7m4 + 12m3n + 6m2n2 + 4mn3 - n4): 
(m + n)(3m2 - 2mn + n2)(m4 + 4m3n - 6m2n2 + 12mn3 - 7n4); 
n(3m2 - 2mn + n2)(7m4 + 12m3n + 6m2n2 + 4mn3 -n4): 
m(m2 + 2mn + 3n2)(m4 + 4m3n - 6m2n2 + 12mn3 - 7n4). 
The inversion of this solution is just 
(r~,:s~,;u~,:v~,)=(m2+2mn-n2)(5m4+4m3n-6m2n2-4mn3+5n4): 
2(m2 - n’)(m” + 4m3n + 18m2n2 - 4mn3 + n4); 
(m2 + 2mn - n2)(m4 + 4m3n + 18m2n2 - 4mn3 + n4): 
4mn(5m4 + 4m3n - 6m2n2 - 4mn3 + 5n4). 
In this manner, we can construct an infinity of parametrized solutions to 
the d-problem. The first couple of solutions are as follows. The point P, 
using (19) and (2), gives the solution 
X= 
2mn n2-m2 
2 n -m ’ 
YE-. 
2mn ’ 
the point 2P, using (20) and (2), gives the solution 
x= (m2 - 2mn - n2)(3m2 + 2mn - 3n2) 
4(m2-n2)(m2+2mn-n2) ’ 
Y= 
(m2 - 2mn - n2)(m2 + 6mn - n’) 
- 8mn(m2 + 2mn - n2) ’ 
The reader may construct further examples using the recursion developed 
above, together with the maps (2). It is of interest to remark that neither of 
the above solutions for any value of m and n corresponds geometrically to 
a configuration in which the point (A’, Y) lies inside the unit square. 
The first solution translates into a degenerate lambda-configuration, the 
second into a non-degenerate lambda-configuration. The further restriction 
that this lambda-configuration extend to a rational chi-configuration 
(cf. Figs. 3 and 5) is that 
(MX)’ + Y2 = square, 
which simplifies to the condition 
(3m’ + 2mn - 3n2)2 + (m’+ 6mn - n2)2 = square, 
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i.e., 
2(5m4 + 12m3n + lOm*n* - 12nm3 + 5n4) = square. 
This forces m =n E 1 mod 2, giving 8 = square mod 16, an impossibility. 
Consequently, no rational chi-configurations arise from the above 
parametrizations. 
All these parametrized solutions of course correspond to a slope of 
(m’ - n*)/2mn; and so for a given numerical rectangular number 44, there 
will similarly correspond an infinity of numerical solutions. If, in the 
specialization of m, n to integer values, the rank of the specialized curve E’ 
(now over Q) is still equal to one, then provided the generator at (18) 
remains a generator under specialization, we will have determined all the 
rational solutions for the numerical slope (m’-n2)/2mn. In practice, the 
rank of the specialized curve E’ can quite often exceed one, and we 
investigate these numerical instances in the next section. 
4 
We turn now to numerical solutions of (3) for prescribed rational values 
of m/n, where we adopt the convention that (m, n) = 1 and m + n = 
1 mod 2. 
The u-covers of E are still given by equations of type (11 ), which we 
write as 
(AA2-2(m’+n’)2B2)(AA2-2(m2-2mn-n2)2B2)=AC2. (21) 
LEMMA 1. If (21) has a non-trivial solution, then A > 0. 
Proof Obvious. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose P is a prime number, P = +1 mod 8 and 
P 1 mn(m*-n’). Suppose further (A/P)= -1. Then (21) has no non-trivial 
solutions. 
ProoJ Rewrite (21) in the form 
(AA* - 2(m4 - 2m3n + 2m2n2 + 2mn’ + n4) B2)2 
- 16m2n2(m’ - n2)2 B4 = AC’, 
where, for a non-trivial solution, we have (A, B) = 1. Since P I mn(m* -n’) 
and (A/P)= -1, then 
AA* - 2(m4 - 2m3n + 2m*n’ + 2mn3 + n”) B2 = C = 0 mod P. 
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Thus 
AA2-2(m2+n2)2B2=0 mod P. 
But (2/P) = + 1, (A/P) = - 1, giving A E BE 0 mod P, a contradiction. 
In similar fashion we have that o’-covers of E’ are given by equations of 
type (15), which we write as 
(c&z* + 2m*(m - n)* b2)(6a2 + 2n*(m + n)’ b*) = 6c2. (22) 
LEMMA 3. Suppose p is a prime, p z 1 mod 8, and p I (m* +n*) 
(m2-2mn-n*). Suppose further (6/p)= -1. Then (22) has no non-trivial 
solution. 
Proof Rewrite (22) in the form 
(da* + (m” - 2m3n + 2m2n2 + 2mn3 + n4)b2)* 
- (m’ + n2)2 (m* - 2mn - n2)*b4 = 6c2, 
where, for a non-trivial solution, (a, 6) = 1. 
Since m4 - 2m3n - 2mn3 + n4 z (m* + n*)(m’ - 2mn - n’) = 0 mod p, then 
(6/p) = - 1 implies 
6a2 + 2n*(m + n)*b* = c = 0 mod p. 
But (-2/p)= +l, (6/p)= -1, and pIn(m+n). Thus a=bsOmodp, a 
contradiction. 
LEMMA 4. If (21) has a non-trivial solution, and P is an odd prime 
dividing A, then P= 1 mod 8. 
Proof. Certainly, from (21) we have d(squarefree) divides 2(m2 + n2) 
(m’ - 2mn -n*), so that necessarily A is of shape c$ or 2c$, where ~1, fl are 
odd, (a,p)= 1, and cI 1 m*+n’, p 1 m*-2mn-n*. 
Consider first A = c$. Then 
PA’- a 2(m* + n2)2 B2 aA _ 2(m2 - 2mn -n*)* 
P 
(23) 
Suppose ct # k 1, and let P be a prime divisor of ol. Then (23) implies 
ABC f 0 mod P, yet 
- 2(m2 - 2mn - n2)2 A2B2 3 C2 mod P 
which forces (-2/P) = + 1, i.e., P = 1, 3 mod 8. However, P 1 m2 + n*, so 
P~lmod4.Thus PElmod8. 
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Suppose /I # +l, and let P divide b. As above, 
-2(m2 + 2) A2B2 E c* mod P 
ABC+0 mod P, 
so that (-2/P)=+l and P=l, 3mod8. However, Plm*-2mn-n* 
implies (2/P) = +l, so that P = 1, 7 mod 8. Thus PE 1 mod 8. Similar 
arguments apply to the case A = 2c$, and the result of the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5. If (22) has a non-trivial solution, and p is an odd prime 
dividing 6, then p = + 1 mod 8. 
Proof, As above, 6 (squarefree) divides 2mn(m*-n*), so we can write 
6 = MB or 2c$ where CI, fl are odd, ~11 m(m - n), /zI 1 n(m + n), and (c(, /I) = 1. 
If 6 = c$, then 
2m2(m - n)’ Pa’+ o! b2 cta2 + 2n2(m + a)’ a b* > = c2. (24) 
Let p be a prime divisor of c(. Then from (24), abc + 0 modp, yet 
2n2(m + n)* a2b2 E c2 mod p 
which forces (2/p) = + 1. Similarly if p divides fl, then 
2m2(m -n)* a*b* = c* mod P, 
again forcing (2/p) = + 1. 
The same conclusion holds for 6 = 2c.$, and the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 6. Let there be jprime divisors p1 of (m* + n*)(m* - 2mn - n*) 
which satisfy p, = 1 mod 8. Let there be k prime divisors p2 of mn(m2 - n’) 
which satisfy p2 = +l mod 8. 
Then the rank g of (4), and hence (3), satisfies 
l<g<j+k+l. 
ProoJ: That g3 1 follows from (13) and (16), since these imply 
2 1 [Gt] and 4 1 [Gf 1, respectively. 
On the other hand, the order of [G:], in virtue of the previous lemmas, 
is at most 2’+ ‘; and the order of [G:] is at most 2’+* (recall that 6 may 
be negative). The upper bound thus follows from (9). 
Table I shows our numerical results for pairs m, n satisfying 2 <m < 16, 
3<m+n<17, mEOmod2, nElmod2, (m,n)=l. The values of m, n 
occur in the first two columns. The succeeding six columns give the 
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odd prime factors of m’ + II’, mz - 2mn - n2, m, n, m + n, and m-n, 
respectively. Potential odd prime factors of 6 and d, corresponding to 
Lemmas 2-5 appear in boldface type. 
The penultimate column contains the values of A and 6, if any, for which 
there is a global point on the corresponding covers (21) and (22): the 
global point (A, B, C) or (a, b, c), respectively, is given. 
The final column contains the rank if there is now suflicient information 
for it to be computed explicitly. In the case that there exist values of A and 
6 for which we have not determined whether the corresponding covers are 
globally solvable, then bounds on the rank are given using the available 
information. In actual fact, for four entries in Table I, some additional 
calculations were necessary to eliminate certain possibilities for 6, A. These 
are the instances (m, n) = (4,9) with A = 97 and (m, n) = (10, -7), (12,5), 
( 12, -5) with in each case 6 = 7, 17, and 7.17. The arguments for 
elimination are based on straightforward congruences and present no 
difficulty. They may safely be left as exercises for the interested reader. 
Remark. If we consider the parametrized family of curves (3) for which 
(m,n)=(2a(cr-1),2a+l) 
then the rational Q(a)-rank is equal to 2. This is proved as in Section 3. 
Finally, Table II shows our calculations of particular values of X, Y 
corresponding to the slope (m2-n2)/2mn. Of course, in every instance 
there is the basic solution given by X= l/Y = 2mn/(n2 -m’). In the case 
that the rank of the corresponding curve equals 1, then there is but a single 
infinity of solutions (X, Y) and it is likely in the numerical instances we are 
considering (although we have not checked specifically) that the above 
solution corresponds to a generator. In this case, all solutions can be found 
by means of the recursion formulae developed in Section 3. We thus only 
present solutions for the curves with rank at least 2. Those we do provide 
are obtained by pulling back the points indicated in column 9 of the first 
table. In some cases, rather large numbers resulted, and so we actually 
considered, for a given point (a, t) on the curve E’, the four solutions (of 
same slope) resulting from the pullbacks of the two points (a, t) and 
(a, T) + PO, together with the corresponding inversion of these two 
solutions. Table II lists the simplest of these four solutions. 
As an example, consider the instance (m, n) = (2, 15) (which is our only 
specific example where the rank is 3). 
The curve (4), together with its 2-isogenous curve, has equations 
7’ = o(a + 13005O)(c~ + 1352) (25) 
T’=S(S- 104882)(.!- 157922); (26) 
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TABLE II 
n1 n x Y 
4 I 28145 l/24 
4 -1 -47213465 5785/1848 
2 3 221160 - 171144 
6 1 21120 55148 
6 -1 279/440 2183/1056 
4 -3 413 65172 
2 -5 -5112 - 39/80 
8 1 28145 - 39/80 
8 -1 521675 5561/1200 
4 5 225620/61221 140361/298760 
4 -5 ~ 65260/247779 788201/1101240 
10 -1 334291/386100 129809/78000 
8 3 3426032/2629935 309131312295216 
8 -3 169692171995 - 34865162842 
4 -1 - 20199 l/24 
2 9 4351308 171144 
2 -9 166413921 -42711836 
12 1 234912860 -31/480 
10 3 - 1596516708 - 127751/30960 
10 -3 165152 -5511240 
6 I - 3961403 340312604 
4 -9 -6047151228/19162625285 -3918874505/21890908008 
2 -11 -88394117629/154141721940 - 184942371489/58193468080 
14 1 92031347251/104412310860 373081905/2141790992 
14 -1 4511780 63116 
8 1 - 384811335 418519968 
4 11 91160 1351352 
4 -11 ~ 533211995 - 565511612 
2 -13 16662822019/33446023380 - 6242636417/10540564944 
16 -1 198008/173145 - 3135121728 
14 3 241143 - 133/156 
14 -3 -68911320 631911440 
10 7 5951468 2399912 1840 
8 9 34813355 5342391483120 
8 -9 -480/31 -422314464 
6 11 - 46609159280 336510511564992 
6 -11 - 549/l 820 7115/48048 
4 -13 28145 2311520 
2 15 44936499166428 180 39526481/18034800 
2 15 251312 631911440 
2 -15 25425/l 8928 197809/87360 
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and from the appropriate row of the first table, we have that (25) and (26) 
contain the respective points 
(CT., t) = (17.80*, 17.80.39340) (27) 
(S, T) = (281.352, 281.35.12597). (28) 
The maps (6) only allow a pullback of points on (25). But we can use the 
maps (8’) first to map the point (28) to the following point of (25): 
(CT’, T’) = 
( 
12597’ 12597.281.1290861 
702’ > 703 . 
(29) 
It is now simply a matter of computing for the points (27) and (29) the 
associated values of Y, S, U, u, using (6), and then the final values of X, Y, 
using (2). 
Here, we have for (27) that 
and for (29), 
Y 12 u 80 -= -- 
s 13’ u=-F 
r -4199 u 6441 
-=7910> 
-- 
s ; - 1400’ 
These in turn give the respective solutions for (X, Y): 
The inverse solutions to (30) involve much larger numbers, similarly for 
the pullbacks (and their inversions) of the points at (27) and (29) added to 
P,. Consequently, the solutions listed in Table II are those at (30). 
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